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The prime purpose of the Question Bank ebook is to fulfill the objective of aspirants preparing for IAS, SSC, Banking,
Railway, Insurance, Defence, exam. It is an ideal package for revision and evaluating your performance on the same
hand. The combined package of Current Affairs April, May & June 2017 question bank into ebook makes this course
material an ideal package for you to buy for all competitive exams. This question bank includes questions on National,
International, Economy, Science & Technology, Environment & Ecology, Sports, etc. This question bank ebook has 100
questions on April Current Affairs questions with explanations, May Current Affairs questions with explanations and June
Current Affairs questions with explanations. Key Features – · 3 months important current affairs questions relevant to
competitive exams · 300 questions with relevant explanations to competitive exams · Questions are prepared by
experienced faculties who are aware of the exam trend · Aspirants can analyze their weak and strong points after giving
the test · Will give a clear idea of how to study and what to study for the exam
Reasoning is equally weighed section in any competitive examination. Reasoning tests the thinking power and mind
applicability skills of the candidates. The questions on reasoning asked in various competitive examinations are not easy
to solve without having enough practice. The revised edition of A New Approach to Reasoning will help candidates
master the ‘Tricks of the Trade’ as it covers all the three types of reasoning very much comprehensively. This book has
been divided into 3 Sections – Verbal Reasoning, Analytical Reasoning and Non-Verbal Reasoning each sub-divided into
number of chapters with different types of questions of multiple patterns asked in various exams. The Verbal Reasoning
section covers Analogy, Clocks, Calendar, Puzzles, Coding-Decoding, Classification, Number Series, Letter Series,
Blood Relations, Clerical Aptitude, etc. whereas, the Analytical Reasoning section covers Statement & Arguments,
Statement & Assumptions, Course of Action, Cause & Effects, Syllogism, etc. The Non-Verbal Reasoning section covers
Analogy, Classification, Completion of Figures, Cubes, Paper Folding, Mirror Image, Water Image, Figure Matrix, etc.
Two Leveled Exercises have been given for practice. More than 2000 Previous Years’ Questions of different competitive
examinations including MAT and other MBA entrances, Bank PO, Clerk, SSC, LIC, RBI, RRB, B.Ed. etc along with their
authentic and detailed solutions have been covered in the exercises. The ample number of previous years’ questions will
help the candidates get an insight into the trends and types of questions asked in the test of reasoning in various
competitive and recruitment examinations.
Is An Insightful Exploration Of The Complex Relationship Between The Personal And The Political.The Novel Written
1973-74. The Novel Written 1973-74, Deals With The Psychological And Emotional Trauma Of A Mother Who Awakens
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One Morning To The Shattering News That Her Beloved Son Is Lying Dead In The Police Morgue.
Operation Blue Star Is One Of The Most Controversial, Hotly-Debated Military Operations In The World And A Turning
Point In Contemporary Indian History. This Is An Account By The Army Officer Who Led It -- Touchingly Honest, Often
Anguished, Minutely Detailed. It Hides Nothing -- Not The Unexpected Reverses Suffered By The Army, Nor Its
Miscalculations, Nor The Grit And Determination Of The Militants It Was Assigned To Flush Out.
FINALIST FOR THE 2021 ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE IN NONFICTION Claudia Rankine’s
Citizen changed the conversation—Just Us urges all of us into it As everyday white supremacy becomes increasingly
vocalized with no clear answers at hand, how best might we approach one another? Claudia Rankine, without telling us
what to do, urges us to begin the discussions that might open pathways through this divisive and stuck moment in
American history. Just Us is an invitation to discover what it takes to stay in the room together, even and especially in
breaching the silence, guilt, and violence that follow direct addresses of whiteness. Rankine’s questions disrupt the false
comfort of our culture’s liminal and private spaces—the airport, the theater, the dinner party, the voting booth—where
neutrality and politeness live on the surface of differing commitments, beliefs, and prejudices as our public and private
lives intersect. This brilliant arrangement of essays, poems, and images includes the voices and rebuttals of others: white
men in first class responding to, and with, their white male privilege; a friend’s explanation of her infuriating behavior at a
play; and women confronting the political currency of dying their hair blond, all running alongside fact-checked notes and
commentary that complements Rankine’s own text, complicating notions of authority and who gets the last word.
Sometimes wry, often vulnerable, and always prescient, Just Us is Rankine’s most intimate work, less interested in being
right than in being true, being together.
The Mental Ability, Logical Reasoning & Problem Solving Compendium for IAS Prelims General Studies Paper 2 & State
PSC Exams is the 3rd of the 3 books for Paper 2. It is an exhaustive work capturing all the important topics being asked
in the last few years of the IAS Prelim exam. The book is divided into chapters which contains detailed theory explaining
all concepts with proper examples along with Practice Exercise. The Exercise covers the fully solved past CSAT
questions from 2011 onwards. In all the book contains 1500+ MCQs with detailed solutions.
* Finalist for the National Book Award in Poetry * * Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award in Poetry * Finalist for
the National Book Critics Circle Award in Criticism * Winner of the NAACP Image Award * Winner of the L.A. Times Book
Prize * Winner of the PEN Open Book Award * ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New Yorker, Boston
Globe, The Atlantic, BuzzFeed, NPR. Los Angeles Times, Publishers Weekly, Slate, Time Out New York, Vulture,
Refinery 29, and many more . . . A provocative meditation on race, Claudia Rankine's long-awaited follow up to her
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groundbreaking book Don't Let Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric. Claudia Rankine's bold new book recounts mounting
racial aggressions in ongoing encounters in twenty-first-century daily life and in the media. Some of these encounters are
slights, seeming slips of the tongue, and some are intentional offensives in the classroom, at the supermarket, at home,
on the tennis court with Serena Williams and the soccer field with Zinedine Zidane, online, on TV-everywhere, all the
time. The accumulative stresses come to bear on a person's ability to speak, perform, and stay alive. Our addressability
is tied to the state of our belonging, Rankine argues, as are our assumptions and expectations of citizenship. In essay,
image, and poetry, Citizen is a powerful testament to the individual and collective effects of racism in our contemporary,
often named "post-race" society.
‘If you steal 1,000 rupees, the hawaldar will beat the shit out of you and lock you up in a dungeon with no bulb or
ventilation. If you steal 55,000 crores then you get to stay in a 40-foot cell which has four split units, internet, fax, mobile
phones and a staff of 10 to clean your shoes and cook your food (in case it is not being delivered from Hyatt that
particular day).’ They say that prison can be a great leveler – but does this apply if you are a VIP inmate in an Indian
prison? Maybe not. Based on extensive first-hand interviews with some of India’s most well-known inmates, awardwinning journalist Sunetra Choudhury gives you a peek into the VIP prison life. It includes some interesting anecdotes
about the lives of the rich and powerful prisoners: What does Peter Mukherjea do all day in his 4 x 4 cell in Arthur Road
Jail? How does a 70-year-old Doon school alumnus who has spent more than 7 years in jail find a will to continue
petitioning the state and fight his cases? Who came to visit Amar Singh during those 4 fateful days and why this scarred
him and his wife for life, determining his future friends and allies? Apart from certain depictions in popular culture or the
occasional news reports, there is little information about how rules are bent and law takes a backseat when it comes to
people like Sanjeev Nanda, Vikas and Vishal Yadav, Anca Varma and Manu Sharma, who were given special benefits
and often sent out on parole and furlough for their good behaviour. For the first time, India’s most famous prisoners
share their own stories – from terror tales of ‘bladebaaz’ to torture chambers, from air conditioners in cells to food from
five-star hotels, from cushy beds to private parties – and how they negotiate life in prison or the so-called ‘jail-ashram’.
With unbelievable details of the life inside prison and the sorry state of hundreds of undertrials languishing in jails, this
book questions the primary purpose of imprisonment – is it actually reform, punishment or just misusing the system we
are a part of?
Reminiscences of an Indian sociopolitical activist and former Marxist.
For competitive examinations like: IBPS-CWE Bank PO/Clerical/Specialist Officers, RRB Officers; SBI-PO/Clerical;
NABARD and IBDI Bank executive officers -- SSC-CGL (Tier i and II); SSC-CHSL (10+2); SSC-FCI Grade III; SSCPage 3/6
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CPO/SI/ASI,-- Income tax etc., -- LIC/GIC/UIICO AAOs, etc -- UPSC-CSAT, SCRA, CDS etc; and other state services
exams -- Railways Grade 'D' and other technical and non-technical exams -- MAT; CMAT; CET (MBA); SNAP; BBA;
BBM and other B School Admission Tests -- NTSE; CLAT; Hotel Management etc
Account of the contemporary Indian political system
BIUT
About LanguageTasks for Teachers of EnglishCambridge University Press
The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists is the premier public resource on scientific and technological developments that
impact global security. Founded by Manhattan Project Scientists, the Bulletin's iconic "Doomsday Clock" stimulates
solutions for a safer world.
We are proud to present Objective English which is divided into three sections: Grammar, Vocabulary and Reading
Comprehension. The explanation makes learning of English grammar easier , especially for the students who come from
the Hindi Heartland of India. This book is an useful resource for students appearing for Banking, Insurance, SSC,
AFCAT, CTET, Railways , State Level Examinations , Managementm aptitude test , and other Entrance exams
This Book has comprehensive General Knowledge about Maharashtra for the Candidates of Carious Competitive Exams.
Annotation Guaranteed methods to score 80% to 100% or your money back.
For aspirants of the posts of Constable in Delhi Police organized by the Staff Selection Commission (SSC)
This Book Unmasks The Conspiracy Behind The Assassination Of The Former Prime Minister. It Is A Blunt And
Straightforward Account Of What Led To The Conspiracy And Who Were The Individuals And Agencies Behind The
Human Bomb That Blasted Rajiv Gandhi On 21 May, 1991 In Sriperumbudur, Tamilnadu.
Introduction to Policing, Third Edition continues to focus on the thought-provoking, contemporary issues that underscore
the challenging and rewarding world of policing. Steven M. Cox, Susan Marchionna, and experienced law enforcement
officer Brian D. Fitch balance theory, research, and practice to give students a comprehensive, yet concise, overview of
both the foundations of policing and the expanded role of today’s police officers. The accessible and engaging writing
style, combined with stories from the field, make policing concepts and practices easy for students to understand and
analyze. Unique coverage of policing in multicultural communities, the impact of technology on policing, and extensive
coverage of policing strategies and procedures — such as those that detail the use of force —make this bestselling book a
must-have for policing courses.
This book is a comprehensive guide to the assessment and management of high risk pregnancy. Divided into eleven
sections, the text begins with discussion on antenatal care, nutrition, genetic screening and ultrasonography-guided
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interventions in pregnancy. The following sections cover different factors that cause a pregnancy to be high risk including
haematological disorders, early pregnancy complications, medical disorders such as gestational diabetes and cardiac
disease, obstetric complications such as eclampsia and preterm labour, infections, foetal growth problems, and
autoimmune diseases. The finals chapters discuss delivery complications and miscellaneous topics such as intrauterine
foetal death, cerebrovascular accidents, ART pregnancies, and medicolegal aspects. The book is further enhanced by
clinical photographs, diagrams and tables. Key points Comprehensive guide to management of high risk pregnancy
Detailed discussion on screening and prevention of complications Presents recent advances in the field Highly illustrated
with clinical photographs, diagrams and tables
1. Only book based on NCERT Textbooks of Science 2. In-Line with analysis of Competitive Exams papers 3.
Explanation to everyday Science Phenomena 4. Coverage of Previous papers in a Chapterwise manner 5. More than
2000 MCQs are given for the quick revision The book "Encyclopedia of General Science” has been prepared after
analysis the recent pattern of competitive exams like SSC, UPSC & State Level PCS, etc. serving as an ideal book for
competitive examinations. It is the only book which is based on NCERT of Science covering all their major sections like
physics, chemistry, biology, space science, etc., in a student friendly manner which can be studied by all students
including non-science. Besides all the theories, this book focuses on the practice part too, with more than 2000 MCQs
are provided for the quick revision. Previous Years’ Question Papers are provided in a Chapterwise manner for thorough
practice. At the end of every section appendix given that covers glossary, branches and other important information of
each section. TABLE OF CONTENT Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Computer & IT
This book raises the issue of what a teacher needs to know about English in order to teach it effectively. It leads teachers
to awareness of the language through a wide range of tasks which involve them in analysing English to discover its
underlying system.
The examinations of the present era are becoming tough nuts to crack with the rise of every Sun on the academic
horizon of the world. The tests related to General Mental Ability have also received greater attention of papersetters.
Thus, these tests would be more difficult in test session commencing from 2002 AD. We, at RPH, decided to give an
edge to the candidates such examinations. We worked hard for more than a year on the manuscript of this volume. What
finally turned out to be, was a systematic and neatly planned compendium, exclusively dedicated to general mental ability
tests. Students preparing of entrance test and competitive examination of MBA, CDS, NDA, CAT, MAT, CMAT, RRB,
SCRA, SBIPO, SSC EXAMS, UPSC, GMAT, GINDOMAT, IBPSCWE, B.Ed. etc., would find it to be a boon for
themselves. This systematic study and practice will help them succeed I their examinations. On behalf of publishers, we
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wish you all the best for your forthcoming examinations.
The thoroughly revised & update 3rd edition of the book 'General Knowledge 2019 Capsule' has been upgraded with 3 new Chapters - Indian
Railways, Banking in India & Agriculture. The book will update your knowledge about India, World, the who's who and day-to-day events
happening around the globe. The most important feature of the book is the collection of the most relevant information useful for all your
needs. Quick General Knowledge 2019 provides: • A comprehensive study of all the sections covered under the subject of General
Knowledge - History, Geography, Polity, Economy, Science and Technology, sports etc. • Figures, Graphics and Tables are provided along
with the theory, wherever required. • The 'Current Affairs' section containing the coverage of latest news & events.
Drawing on his background as an economist and a specialist on the Yugoslav system of workers' self-management, Janez Prasnikar
analyzes an extraordinary amount of dispersed information on the experience with workers' participation in thirteen developing countries.
Many police departments report difficulties in creating a workforce that represents community demographics, is committed to providing its
employees the opportunity for long-term police careers, and effectively implements community policing. This book summarizes lessons on
recruiting and retaining effective workforces.
Here comes the Best Seller! Since its first edition in 2012, Fast Track Objective Arithmetic has been great architect for building and
enhancing Aptitude skills in lakhs of aspirant across the country. The first book of its kind has all the necessary elements required to master
the concepts of Arithmetic through Level Graded Exercises, namely Base Level & Higher Skill Level. Comprehensively covering the syllabus
of almost all competitive examinations like, RBI, SBI, IBPS PO, SSC, LIC, CDS, UPSC, Management and all other Entrance Recruitment and
Aptitude Test, the books has perfect compilation of Basic Concepts & Short Tricks to solve different types of Arithmetical problems. Unlike
before, this completely revised 2018 edition promises to be more beneficial than the older ones. With up to date coverage of all exam
questions, new types of questions and tricks, the thoroughly checked error free edition will ensure Complete Command over the subject and
help you succeed in the examinations.
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